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Generalized covering designs as hypergraph covers

The idea of generalized covering designs provides a simultaneous generalization of covering designs and covering arrays. An
equivalent formulation is as a covering of a complete uniform hypergraph with respect to a specied partition of the vertex
set. This equivalence will be explained in this talk, as will some related problems.
, Ryerson University

ANDREA BURGESS

Generalized packing designs and hypergraph packings

In 2009, Peter Cameron introduced a generalization of t-designs; these generalized designs may be viewed as particular decompositions of an associated hypergraph into complete t-uniform hypergraphs. We consider a similar generalization of packing
designs, encompassing structures such as ordinary packings and packing arrays. We examine the relationship between generalized packings and hypergraph packing problems, provide bounds on generalized packing numbers, and discuss connections
between generalized packings and various combinatorial designs.
(Joint work with Robert Bailey)
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Regular or vertex-transitive q-complementary hypergraphs

If a complete uniform hypergraph can be decomposed into q isomorphic hypergraphs which are permuted cyclically by some
permutation of the vertex set, then each hypergraph in the decomposition is called q -complementary, as these objects generalize
self-complementary graphs. We present necessary and sucient conditions on the order of a vertex-transitive q -complementary
hypergraph. These hypergraphs correspond to large sets of q isomorphic designs. We also construct regular self-complementary
uniform hypergraphs of all possible orders.
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Regular self-complementary uniform hypergraphs

A k-uniform

(V, E) is said to be self-complementary if it is isomorphic to its complement (V, V (k) − E), and
t-subset-regular if every t-subset of V lies in the same number of edges. In this talk, we discuss necessary and sucient
conditions on n, k, and t for there to exist a t-subset-regular self-complementary k-uniform hypergraph of order n.
hypergraph
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Cyclic partitions of complete hypergraphs

Let Vn = {1, 2, . . . , n}. A cyclic q -partition of a complete k-hypergraph Kn(k) = (Vn , Vkn ) is a partition of the edge set Vkn of
2
q−1
the form {E, E θ , E θ , . . . , E θ }, where θ is a permutation of the set Vn . We give a necessary and sucient condition for θ

S
to be a cyclic q -partition of Kn(k) . We deduce the characterisations of cyclic q -partitions of hypergraphs KnK = (Vn , k∈K Vkn )
for some K ⊂ Vn−1 .
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